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INC: A NEW HAPTIC METHOD TO NOTIFY MESSAGE IN LAPTOP COMPUTER

A new haptic method to notify message
in laptop computer
Abstract
This is a new haptic method which includes a vibrate motor, and leverages existing operation system
of laptop computer, to generate notification to user with different vibration patterns.
Details of the design
In current operation system like in Windows, the notification methods include visual and sound to
notify user for the new and incoming message. Sometimes it will be difficult for the user to receive
the messages by visual of pop‐ups, flags and icons in display; and sometimes it will be required to be
silent during meeting so that the speaker will be mute; also, if user is under public or outdoor, the
sound notification will not to be captured easily. As such, to add a vibration notification system in
the laptop computer can clearly and silently inform the user for incoming messages.
This design will add a small rotor motor inside of the laptop, the added vibrate motor will be
assembled under C cover (the cover contains keyboard and touchpad) and near the touch pad of
laptop computer, where is the most frequent accessing and the most closing area for palm during
operating the laptop, and it can provide sufficient and clear vibration for user through the bottom
cover.
After install the application of this design, user can choose which APP will be using the Vibration
notification, user can then customize the notification pattern to quickly identify the type of message,
for example, to set the new email as short‐short‐short vibration, to set the incoming calls as long‐
long‐long vibration, etc.

Options and flow charts of the design
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Fig. 1 is the selected interface for those APPs that need Vibration function.
Fig. 2 is the option interface for Vibration pattern for different vibrating scenarios.
Fig. 3 is the flow chart for realizing the Vibration function in laptop computer.
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Illustration of the design

Fig. 4 is the position of the vibration motor in the laptop, where is under the C cover, mounted in the
main board.
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